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Gurdjieff Oskiano

21-September-2023
Presentation by Robin Bloor: 

Gurdjieff and Kundabuffer
Attendees: Robin, Paula, James, Robert D, Robert P, Kelly C, Bobbie P, Stephen F, Sandra W, Ofelia L, 
Gwynne M, Marnie H, James O’D, Sasa, Michelle F.

SF: The truth that we cannot bear that this high commission implanted kundabuffer to prevent us being 
aware of the fact that I am part of a very impersonal process in order to produce a certain amount of 
energy in my life and at my death.
Not very pleasant.
Interesting that kundabuffer is implanted at an early age and disappears before my birth.  There was 
something that had to be hidden at that stage so that I don’t choose to abort myself and all the nutrients 
turned into pleasure.  What is that terror at the very beginning.  Realising I don’t want to manifest at 
the physical level and that it will be used by a higher process.
All the consequences – things we have done for ourselves – new forms of suffering to distract from the 
fact that our lives were so worthless in the first place.

RB: In order to have an answer to that we have to propound some theory as to what we are at 
conception.  I suspect we have some memory of what we were before conception.  I can’t point to any 
evidence.  Don’t know if an embryo has ability to top itself – suspect it does and would lead to a 
miscarriage.

SW: Called spontaneous abortion – I had one.  Didn’t realise I was pregnant.

RB: Men have no experience – in the way that women do.  My guess is you do know something when 
you are conceived and kundabuffer makes you forget it.  When you get to the age of three and tell 
people about it you will be told by your parents to shut up.  When we try to work on ourselves and to 
remember history – goes into a fog.  
Reorient ourselves to if we can get something out if this life for ourself is a huge win.

GM: I think we are a living allegory.  Part of us that wants to make it linear – intellectual 
understanding.  Personality wants to do that.  Kundabuffer and kundalini – always combined.  
Kundalini is energy.  We stop the process by programming the way we see kundalini – our thoughts 
create such trauma in our system.  G is brilliant the way he deals with personality – always working 
through kundabuffer.  Can get through that but not through intellect.

RB: From Madame de Salzmann in Reality of Being.  Intellectual center is just a function and 
emotional center and moving center.  If we have a special skill that has depended upon various activity 
going on in a center – likely to identify with it and glorify it.  
You spend years working on a mathematical problem and succeed n proving a theorem – now you have 
a problem because you are famous.  Sportsmen who are best at whatever and at some point there life is 
over.  When G talking abut kundabuffer and says it creates the fantasy – if the guy that solves the 
problem thinks about it, should just think ‘that is Thursday’ – not important.  Appears that kundabuffer 
is the platform for personality.  Grew up with arrogant streak and now will feel ashamed if it bubbles 
up.  
It gives you the resisting force to struggle with.  But 99.99% of mankind doesn’t struggle.  

SW: List of negative characteristics is helpful …
Zilnotrago – just because it has trago in it – think of Trogoautoegocrat.
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RB: Trogoautoegocrat is one of the important ideas in the work.  Picking off key topics … that is what 
I am doing.  Message of Trogoautoegocrat is same as kundabuffer but told from a different perspective.  
But it requires that the right amount of substance in the right place at the right time.  Easy to 
understand in terms of food.  Need protein … if don’t have will die.  Oxygen – if you stop breathing 
oxygen right amount would not be in right place at right time and you would die.  Trogoautoegocrat … 
has consequence that everything gets used up.  Take the ocean – things living in it and dying and 
excreting and bottom feeders living off that stuff.  If it doesn’t get eaten by bottom feeders gets eaten 
by planet’s surface.  Comes out of volcano.  White blood cells that go and hoover up the garbage … all 
Trogoautoegocrat.  Zilnotrago – certain amount of sexuality required for species to continue but with 
man is a disharmonised function and a waste of energy that could be used for self perfection that is not 
being used for self perfection and will be used for something else.  Population of the planet is 
increasing.  According to G the way it is – we aren’t spending enough time on self perfection and … 
not creating enough of the higher energies to feed the moon.  H24 energy of self remembering.  Plasma 
– would float up and feed the moon while we are alive.  

SW: The Moon is our enemy.  Find the moon inside me – find the enemy?  Feeding the moon while we 
are alive.  

PS: Analogy of menstrual cycle and earth feeding moon 5 days a month.

SW: Moon child of Saturn, not Sun?

RB: Probably Saturn – all have similar degree lean – 24deg.  Would imply others that have vertical axis 
probably children of the Sun.  Mars and Earth are brothers. 

RB: Ray of Creation in you and have to grow moon in you.  Planetary body that has a psyche … doing 
with sensation.  Sensation and non-expression of negative emotion how to feed the moon.  When Jesus 
turns to Peter and tells him he is the rock on which to build the church – he is the moon.  What is moon 
in humanity – should be being sensitive to the nature of our planet … what we are doing is not helping 
us sense the planet - building roads and high buildings ... leads to nothing.  Normal man – unsatisfiable 
demand to entertain.  

SW: Sun contains planet and moon at its core – still.  

RB: We are from the side octave and that has a consequence.  Talk about ray of creation – can be 
described entirely as an electrical phenomenon.  Cathode is size of universe and emits positively 
charged particles.  Negative absolute can be found in centre of moons planets and suns and whole of 
universe is flow of electricity from negative absolute at center of a ball that we would call moon, planet 
or sun.  Reason the positively charged particles are attracted to north and south poles of planet is that 
there is a permanent development f negative charge in the center of the planet.  There is a mi/fa interval 
– do, re, mi ends in a planet.  The sun is feeding the individual planets via solar winds and mediating 
force has to be the other planets.
Where does that leave human beings … not in the picture at all, but there is a necessity to deal with the 
evolution of substances on those spheres and it appears that the particle that enables that is okidanokh.  
Oki is soul – that which gives soul.  Appears that every living moving thing – 1,2,3 brained and 
possibly angels and archangels has a small amount of that and is the seed that will either disappear at a 
death or will go on to accumulate … doesn’t have a life outside the sun.  Even if you perfected yourself 
to the level of the sun if the sun died you would die too.  How does anything rise beyond that … no 
answer.

MH: Three archangels and connection with human body.  Sakaki large intestine … Algamatant, small 
intestine and Looisos the womb.  Curious about use of those three organs connected with kundabuffer – 
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why those three organs or parts of human body would have been selected for being responsible for eh 
origin of kundabuffer.

RB: Did a lot of work in the book to understand what happens when a woman gets pregnant.  
Connection with vagus nerve and intestine – major determinant of what you want to eat.  Bacteria in 
gut – as many as cells in body.  Algamatant and relationship with bacteria determines what a woman 
will eat.  Large intestine and womb also change behaviour.  Not much else does.  Archangels are parts 
of body and how they govern you – Hariton is lungs … Tales is instruction on how to use them 
properly.  
Haven’t done it all.
Read in some Russian text that Sakaki was sack of shit and got me thinking … not having a laugh – 
telling us something.  Took me a long time to think of Looisos as the womb – didn’t think of as organ 
of secretion.  A lot of detail in the book.  
Our science doesn’t know a lot of things.  Plasma behaviour … may not be able to trace. Hormone 
movement, for instance.  Link between these three and growing fetus may be greater.

MH: Thin of impressions as a vehicle for impressions.  If we count the womb as organ of excretion 
would have connection with digestion.  Kundabuffer has connection to impressions.  Our digestion of 
impressions is faulty?  

RB: Three organs that digest impressions.  The intellectual center and emotional and moving.  
Counterpart is instinctive center – does inner work.  These are just functions.  When we digest food 
comes in as H786 goes to H3XX and to H192 – three step process.  Carbs broken down in two step 
process … When you perceive something – bring H12 to H48 to organ of perception.  H24 – bring H6 
to result in H12.  Energy in body from ATP – digestion of oxygen is first step … 
AT some point someone will take what I have done and add more detail.  

SF: Also interesting that 2 intestines and womb grouped together as high commission.  America 
screwing up food and sex.  Those are associated with 2 intestines and womb.  2 main engines of 
evolutionary process.  Would be forced to conclusion that only reason I am here is turn food into shit 
and produce some babies.  If that was all there is …
Still unclear about nature of moon.  On p9 The Moon is man’s big enemy.  Feeding moon is keeping 
me asleep.  We are a whole system .. inside we have moon, sun and so on … So moon is taking our 
energy against our will and also necessary.  Upper has to be built on foundation of lower.  Moon has 
ambivalent role inside us.

RB: I think it is fair to be confused.  Looking at one cosmos through the life of another cosmos.  How 
would you feel about being a bacteria in the life of another being?  The bacteria fill the interval in the 
ray of creation in the life of man – they are our Earth.  Don’t find poem saying wish I was a bacterium.  
Man isn’t praiseworthy.  Should be making Moon in nature – farmer of planet.  Think symbol of garden 
of Eden has that in it.  

G often presents both sides of the argument without trying to resolve it – the person who has to resolve 
it is you.  

Gwynne Mayer (in chat)
 The Moon is on the menstrual cycle
 it regulates the cycles
 Saturn is the gateway between inner planets in the plasma area and the outer planets
 Mars is the immature masculine so Musk might need it to reform
 Jesus was born on the Saturn Jupiter Conjunction star of Bethlehem
 The Moon guides Celtic Matriarchal mythology
 That means we have to develop sensing/feeling
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 we overthink which is not the Moon function

…….


